“Power Ho’oponopono” contains a unique combination of the Hawaiian practice of
Ho’oponopono and the power of symbols, focusing on Healing and Forgiveness. First
published in German, the smallbook with great depth is now translated into English!
As each year comes to a close, many people reflect: What happened in my life this
past year? What was enjoyable and what
was disappointing? Which people and
which situations touched me? What and
who annoyed me? What kind of changes
happened in my life? Looking at these
experiences and feelings, one may ask
what their real lessons were.
A traditional shamanistic healing method
from Hawaii called Ho’oponopono goes
right to the point of this inquiry. It postulates that one is fully responsible for everything that happens to oneself.
This technique has reached a large amount
of people over the years and it has become
highly popular. A major reason for this
popularity is that Ho’oponopono is easy to
apply. It teaches how to fully live here and
now.
Two Authentic Life Coaches ®, Christine
and Robert Salopek, have worked for
years with the core statements of
Ho’oponopono. Both coaches experienced
great success through these statements.
The basic statements are: “I am sorry.” “I
forgive myself.” “I thank you.” “I love
you.”
Over time, the two teachers reformulated
these statements. They developed the new
practice of „Power-Ho’oponopono“,
which adds the power of symbols to the
traditional statements. By doing this, they
updated the traditional Hawaiian healing
technique into a new form, one which is
fully adapted to the present times.
Power-Ho’oponopono is completely new
and yet it stays true to the essence of the
original principles. The method remains
as free and flexible as it has been for Hawaiian families for centuries. The coaches
have opened a door to apply the four steps
in such a way that the user can create a
deliberate change in his or her life, and
therefore become better able to reach

wealth, health, peace and happiness.
What´s left to do is to have trust and confidence in the Divine so that healing can
happen,
Ho’oponopono is a registered healing
technique in the USA.
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